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AImract--We define Lidstone polynomials, provide their explicit representations, give their elations with 
Bernoulli polynomials, obtain best possible rror estimates in Lidstone interpolation, and establish everal 
best possible/sharp inequalities which compare favourably with the known results. Next, we use these 
results to study even order differential equations together with Lidstone boundary conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the year 1929 Lidstone [1] introduced a generalization fTaylor's series, it approximates a given 
function in the neighborhood of two points instead of one. From practical points of view such a 
development is very useful and it is completely characterized in the papers of Boas [2, 3], Poritsky 
[4], Schoenberg [5], Whittaker [6], Widder [7, 8] and others. In the field of approximation theory 
for a given function x(t )  E C (2=) [0, 1], the Lidstone interpolating polynomial [9] of degree (2m - l) 
matches x(t )  and its (m-  l) even derivatives x(2°(t), 0 ~< i ~<m-  1 at 0 and 1. Since this 
interpolating polynomial is a solution of the simplest differential equation x (2m) = 0, the general 
2ruth nonlinear differential equation 
( -  1)rex (2m) = f (t, x, x' ,  . . . .  x (q)) (1) 
together with the boundary conditions 
X(20(0) = CXi, X(20(1) = ill; i = 0, 1 . . . . .  m -- 1 (2) 
gives the possibility of interpolation by the solutions of the differential equation (1). 
In the differential equation (1) we shall assume that 0 ~< q ~< 2m - 1 but fixed, and the function 
f is at least continuous in its arguments. 
Besides in approximation theory, the particular case m = 2, f =f ( t )x  + g(t)  of the boundary 
value problem (1), (2) frequently occurs in engineering and other branches of physical sciences. For 
instance, the deflection of a uniformly loaded rectangular plate supported over the entire surface 
by an elastic foundation and rigidly supported along the edges leads to this type of problem, e.g. 
see Agarwal [10], Aslam Noor and Tirmizi [11], Timoshenko and Kreiger [12], Usmani [13] and 
the several references therein. Motivated with the practical applications of the particular cases, the 
general case (1), (2) with q = 0 also has been considered by Agarwal and Akrivis [14], and Chawla 
and Katti [15]. 
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we have a series of 15 lemmas and 16 following 
remarks. In the first 13 lemmas and following remarks we define Lidstone polynomials, provide 
their explicit representations, give their relations with the Bernoulli polynomials, obtain best 
possible rror estimates in Lidstone interpolation, and establish several inequalities some of which 
are needed later whereas others compare sharply with the several supporting results of Boas [3] 
and Widder [7, 8] and hence are of independent interest. As a consequence of these inequalities we 
improve estimates of Jordan [16] for the Euler polynomials and Euler numbers. The last two 
lemmas are devoted to fixed point results which are needed later. 
The results of Section 2 are used in Section 3 to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the boundary value problem (1), (2). These results 
are sharper than those known for the particular cases in [10, 14]. In Section 4, we provide an a 
priori as well as posteriori estimates on the Lipschitz constants so that the Picard iterative sequence 
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{xn(t)} generated by the iterative scheme (65) converges to a unique solution x*(t) of (1), (2). For 
the particular case q = 0, these estimates are the best possible. In practical evaluation of Pieard's 
iterative sequence {xn(t)} only an approximate sequence {yn(t)} is constructed and this depends on 
approximating f by some simpler function. In Section 5, to find Yn+ ,(t) we approximatefbyfn by 
following relative and absolute rror criterion and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the convergence of {yn(t)} to the solution x*(t) of (1), (2). Finally, in Section 6 the method of 
monotonic onvergence which has attracted remarkable attention in the last ten years is used to 
construct he multiple solutions of (1), (2) with q = 0. Finally, we note that for the problem (1), 
(2) shooting type methods proposed in [10] can be used directly or after converting it into its 
equivalent first order systems. 
2. SOME BASIC LEMMAS AND REMARKS 
We begin with the following fundamental result due to Widder [8]. 
Lemma 2.1 
Let x( t )eC (~") [0, 1], then 
where 
m l f0 x(t) = ~ [X(2*)(O)Ak(1 -- t) + X(2k)(1)Ak(t)] + G.(t, s)x(~)(s) ds 
k=O 
(3) 
and hence 
2 2"+' _ [ l+t '~ Dn2 ~ ~ -1  ! :1~+,~--~)=(-  , .~,+l ~., ~; -~s in (k~ + knt), 
(2n + 1)! ,, k-, 
i.e. it follows that 
An(t) = (2n 1 ) ~  B~'+' " (9) 
Relation (9) between Lidstone and Bernoulli polynomials was earlier observed by Whittaker [6]. 
(t - 1)s, s<~t, 
G~(t,s)=G(t,s)= (s-1)t ,  t~<s, (4) 
Gn(t,s)= G(t,h)Gn_l(h,s)dtG n=2,3  . . . .  (5) 
and An(t) is the unique polynomial (Lidstone polynomial) of degree (2n + 1) defined by the 
relations 
Ao(t) = t, 
A~(t) = An_l(t), 
An(0) = An(I); n = 1, 2 . . . .  (6) 
which is in terms of Gn(t, s) and the Fourier series expansion can be expressed as 
~0 ' 2 ~o ( _  1),+~ An(t)= Gn(t,s)sds =(-1)nn--~-  ~ k2~+ 1 sinknt. (7) k- I  
Remark 2.1 
It is well known (e.g. see Luke [17, p. 23]) that the Bernoulli polynomials way be expressed as 
B2,+,(t) _ ( _  1)~+ t 2 (2n + 1)! 1 (2n)~, + , ~ sin 2knt (8) 
ka ,  
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Remark 2.2 
Another explicit representation f Lidstone polynomials is given by 
~_~ 6t 2n+l t 2n-I ] ~2 2(22*+3 ~)~) B2 k t TM " 
A, ( t )= (2n+l) !  (2~'1) i  --k=0 (2k+ +4(2n_2k_3)! ,  n=l ,2  . . . .  (10) 
where B2, + 4 is the (2k + 4)th Bernoulli number. The proof of (10) is by induction. Indeed, for n = 1 
the relation (7) gives 
f01 f: ;t I 131  Al(t) = Gl(t,s)s ds = (t - l)s2ds + t(s 2 - s )ds  -~-~t - -~t  
which is same as (10) for n = 1. Now assuming (10) to be true for n, from (7) it follows that 
1 / 6t2~+1 t 2~-' ] n-22(22k+3- 1) t 2n-~-3 
6 L(2n + 1)! (2n--- i)!J - ,~--0 (-~-~- 4)( B2k+4 (2n - 2k - 3)! 
2 ~ (--1) TMk 2"+1= ( -  1)" _--A--ZT sin knt. (11) 
k=l  
Integrating (11) twice from 0 to t, we obtain 
6 (2n+3)!  (2n+l) !  -k~__o ( -~+ ~ Bz~+4(2n_2k_l)!  
2 
=(-1)  ~ _ 
2 ~ (--1) TM 2 ~ ( -1)  TM =(-1)  .+l 7~2n+3 ~ k2~+------TsinkT~t +(- l ) ' - - f f~  ~ k2~+----T-t k-I it k-I 
l 2 (22"+1-1) 2,+2 I 
=A'+' ( t ) - ( -1 ) '+  Ir A-+2 (-~n +2)~ B2"+21t' (12) 
where in (12) we have used another well known (Jordan [16, p. 244]) relation 
(::),+, 1) 
However, since (-1)nB2n+2 > O from (12) the relation (10) for n + 1 follows immediately. 
Remark 2.3 
Equating (9) and (10), we get the polynomial expansion of B2,+1((1 + t)/2). Further, as a 
consequence of this equality it directly follows that B2, + I (½) = 0. 
Remark 2.4 
Widder [8] has shown that 
A,(I - t) = G,(t, s)(1 - s) ds. (14) 
We can find an explicit representation f .4,(1 - t )  from (9). Indeed, we have 
A, (1 - t l=(2n+-~.B2,+,  1 -  . 
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However, for the Bernoulli polynomials it is known (Luke [17, p. 20]) that Bz.+~(l-  t /2)= 
- B2. + l(t/2), and hence 
A.(1 - t) = (2n + 1)----~ Bz~+l 
2 2"+1 2n+l[2n;1](t)k 
- (2n + 1)! k~__0 ~ Bz~+l-k. (15) 
The second interesting result of Widder [8] is stated in 
Lemma 2.2 
The following equality holds: 
fo I 4 ~ sin(2k + 1)rtt G.(t, s) ds = ( -  1)" ~ k_~ ° (--~ ~ ~ 7"i; n = 1, 2 . . . .  (16) 
Remark 2.5 
Lindel6f has shown that the Euler polynomials Ez~(t) can be expanded in terms of Fourier series 
and the following equality holds (see Jordan [16, p. 294]): 
4 oo • . - -  sln(2k + 1)ltt 
E2n(t )=(-1)  ---~-~k~0 (-~'_7r ]~G-g- T. (17) 
Thus, from (16) and (17) it follows that 
f0 ' = Ez,(t); n = 1, . . . .  (18) G.(t, s) ds 2 
Further, from (4) we have Gl(t, s)<~ 0 for all 0 ~<s, t ~< 1 and hence from (5) and (18) we 
immediately obtain that (-1)"Ez.(t)i> 0. 
Remark 2.6 
Since 
f0 :0 f0 lA.(I - t )=  G.(t,s)(1 - s )ds  = G.(t ,s)ds - 
from (7) and (8) it follows that 
G.( t, s )s ds 
E~.(t) = A.(t) + A.(1 - t) 
and hence from (9) and (14), we have 
Fort [18, p. 41] has defined Euler's polynomials as we have here in (20). 
(19) 
(20) 
Remark 2. 7 
As in Remark 2.2 by induction we shall show that 
G"(t 's)ds=-2\(2n)!  (2n- ] ) f  k-0 (2k+~ 
For n -- l, by direct computation we have 
82n-2k- 3 
B2k+4 (2n - 2k  - 3 ) ! ;  
n- - l ,2  . . . . .  (21) 
fo ' G.(t, s)  ds -- ~?  - t) 
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which is same as (21) for n = 1. Now assuming (21) to be true for n, from (16) and (21) we have 
! :, 2t2" t 2"-I ~ n-2 2(2 2k*4-  I) t T M  
2\(2n)! (2n---i)!]-~o (-~-¥~f B2k+4(2n-2k -3) !  
4 ~ sin(2k +l )m.  
= (--l)"rt2"+lk~_0 (2k + 1) z~+l" 
(22) 
Now integrating (22) twice from 0 to t, we find 
I ( 2t 2~+2 t2.+, ~ .-22(22k*4 I) t2"-2k-' 
2\(~+--2)! (2nTi)!]-~o (-~+4)( B2k+4(2n--2k--I)! 
1,4  , [1 (  
=(--  " =2~+'k~o(2k+l)2"+l (2k+l )~ t 
' )l (2k + 1)rr sin (2k + 1)nt 
=(_ l ) ,+ j  4 ~ sin(2k + l)rrt 4 ~ 1 
n2n+"""'~ (2k+1)2"+3 l-(--l)n~2--Y££-~ ~' :2 k 1) 2"+2t k=o k=0~ + 
f'd0ll 2(2~ + 2 ~): ) B2"+2t, (23) = G,+l(t ,s)ds + (2n  . 
where in (23) we have used the relation 
o~ 1 (22"+2- 1) 
k~_-o(2k + I) 2"+2= 2-(-~n~-2~ (-- l)"It2"+2B2"+2, (24) 
which is a direct consequence of the known (Milne-Thomson [19, p. 138]) relation 
1 _ (  (2n) 2"+2 
~ -  - 1)" 2(2n + 2)~ B2"+2. k=l 
(25) 
Equation (23) is same as (21) for n + 1. 
Lemma 2.3 
The following holds: 
( -  1)"G~(t, s) ds = IG,(t, s)l ds = ( -  1)"E2"(t) ~< ( -  1)~E2"(l) = ( -  1)"E2" 
22"(2n)! 
(26) 
where E2" is the 2nth Euler number. 
Proof. Since the extreme of the function E2"(t) is at t = ½ (Jordan [16, p. 293]) Lemma 2.3 is 
obvious. 
Remark 2.8 
From (3)-(6), we successively have 
x(20(t) = 
m - I P I  
~, [x(2k)(O)A~20(1 -- t) + X(2k)(1)A~20(t)] + j0 Gm_~(t, s)x(2")(s) ds 
k- i  
m-  1 ~0 I- -  l (2,.) [x(2k)(O)Ak_i(1 t) + x(2k)(1)Ak_~(t)] + G._,(  ,s)x (s) (Is 
k- I  
m- i - I  
y 
k-O 
fO I [x(2k+20(0)Ak(1 -- t) + X(2k + 20(1)Ak(t)] + Gm-t(t, s)xa")(s) (is 
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and now Lemma 2.3 implies that 
[xaO(t) mf@Ol[X'2k+ (O)Ak(l - - t )+  20(1)Ak(t)] 2i) X (2k + 
r l~m-i E
m--i t M k-  7 2m--2i 
~<(--1) E2,.2,( ) 2"~<2~::='!M2";-""l.zm2t) 
where 
i=0,1  . . . . .  m- l ,  (27) 
M2. = max Ix~m)(t)l. 
0~t~l  
Inequalities (27) are obviously the best possible. A similar observation also appears in a recent 
publication of Varma and Howell [20]. 
Lemma 2.4 
The following holds: 
f0 ' s)l = ( -  1)"[2E2.(t) + (1 - 2t)E2._ ,(t)] IG'~(t, ds 
~<(_ 1).+ 1 2( 22~ - 1) B2~. 
(2n)[ 
Proof. From (5), we have 
(28) 
(29) 
fo fofi ;of [G~(t,s)lds= t,(-1)"-IG._l(tt,s)dttds + (1-t , ) ( - l )" - IG._ l ( t l ,s)dt ldS 
which is on changing the order of integration and (26) is same as 
;o (f: f ) l,G'.(t, s)l ds = ( -  l)"-I ttEz~_2(tl) dtl + (1 - tl)Ez._2(tl) dt~ . (30) 
Now in (30), we use the relation E',(t)=Et_~(t) (Jordan [16, p. 288]) and the conditions 
E2.(0) = E~,(I) = 0, to obtain 
fo 'lG'~(t, ( -  1)" - , ( t )  - E~(t) + E~(O) - (1 - t)Ez~_ l(t) + E2n(1 ) - -  E2n(t)] $)] ds I [ tE~_  
= (-- l)"[2E2.(t) + (1 -- 2t)E~_ 1(0]. 
Next, since the derivative of the right side of (28) is - (1-2t) ( -1)" - fEz._2(t )  and 
( -  l)"-lEz._2(t) ~> 0 for all t ~ [0, 1], it is immediate that 
fo ' I G'~(t, s)l ds ~< ( - 1 )" max{E2~ -i (0), - E2~ --1 (1)}. 
However, since Ez~_l(0)+ E~_ i(1)= 0 (Jordan [16, p. 291]) it follows that 
fo ~ s .< ( - )"e~._,  (o) = ( - )"e~,(o)  = ( - )" 
2(2 z' 1 ) 
I G ~(t, )l ds 1 1 1 +1 
where in the last equality we have used (18) and (21). 
Remark 2.9 
As in Remark 2.8, we have 
m-i -  I f0 I x(21+O(t) = ~, [xt~+2o(O)A'k(1-t)+ x(Z~+20(1)A'k(t)]+ G~_~(t,s)x<~)(s)ds 
k-O 
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and hence Lemma 2.4 gives the best possible inequalities 
m-i - - I  
x(2'+')(t) - 2 
k=O 
[X (z~ + z0(0)A~(1 - t) + x (z~ + 20(1)A~,(t)]l 
<<. (-- 1)m - ~[2Ez~_ 2t( t ) + (1 - 2t )E~_  2i_ l(t)]M~ 
~< (- -  1)re_i+ 1 2(2 ~-2 ' -  1) 
(2m -- 2i)! Ben, _ 2iM~ ; 
i=O,  1 . . . . .  m- - l .  
A similar result is also obtained by Varma and Howell [20]. 
Lemma 2.5 
The following equality holds: 
f0' l IG.(t, s)l sin ns ds = ~-~ sin nt. 
Proof. Since 
f0 f I lG l ( t , s ) t s innsds=(1- - t  ) ss innsds  + (1 -s )s inzsds  
( 1 1 ) ( 1 1 ) sin =( l - - t )  - t cos~t+n,  sinnt +t  ( l - - t )  cosnt+--~2 rot 
1 
rc 2 sin ~t 
the equality (32) easily follows from (5) by using an inductive argument. 
Lemma 2.6 
The following inequality holds: 
1 
7~2n+ 1sin nt ~< (-- 1)"A.(t), 0~t~l .  
Proof. Since sin rot ~ rot, 0 ~< t ~< 1, it follows that 
;0 ~ ~0 ~ sin ns ( -1 ) "a . ( t )= IG.(t,s)lsds >t IG"(t's)l rc 
and now (33) follows from (32). 
ds 
Remark 2.10 
Widder [7] has proved that 
t~+t(1 _ t )  .+l 
<<. ( -1)"A, ( t ) ,  0~<t~<l. 
(n + 2)! 
We note that (33) is sharper than (34). In fact, from the elementary inequality 
1 
t (1 - t )~<-s innt ,  0~<t~<l, 
n 
we find that 
t"+t(l - - t )  "+l 1 1 1 
(n + 2)! -N< rc ~ +----i (n + 2)--------. v (sin nt)"+ i ~< --n:,+ ~sin nt. 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
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Remark 2.11 
From (9) and (33) it follows that 
D"B {1 + t'~ >~ (2n + 1)! 
( -  , z ,+,k- - f - ]~-  ( -~- i  sin nt, 
Lemma 2. 7 
The following inequality holds: 
n 1 ~ . (--1) A.(t)<~ ~-~ (-~)sln ltt, 
Proof. Since from (lO) 
inequality (35) gives 
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0~t~l .  
0~t~l .  
( -  1)A,(t) =~t(1 - t)(1 + t) ~<½t(1 - t) 
( -  1)At(t) ~< 1 sin nt 
(36) 
(37) 
and hence (36) is true for n = 1. 
Next, since from (6) 
(--1)m+lAm+l(t) = IG~(t,s)llA.(s)lds 
if (37) is true for m i> 1, then from (32) for n = 1 it follows that 
;o' 1 (--1)~'+lAm+l(t)<<. IG,(t,s)[-~---~ -~ smnsds=- - -~-~ -~ sinm. 
Remark 2. I2 
Widder [8] has proved that there exists a constant M such that ( -  1)"A.(t) ~< M/~ ~. From (37) 
it is clear that M ~< n/3. This can also be proved directly from (7) as follows: 
2 ~ 1 _< 2 ~. 1 1 7r 
( -  1)"A.(t) ~< n--~-T k~ ' ~-7~ -... n---~-~ L~. , ,  = ~--~ (- j ) .  (38) 
Further. from (7) we also have 
IA:(,) I < ~E 1 2 ~ 1 1 ~<~k- ,  ~ " . ~- i  - -  (39)  
Remark 2.13 
From (9) and (37) it is immediate that 
(2n)---------- ~ -~ sin nt, 0 <~ t <~ 1. 
Remark 2.14 
From (33) and (37) it is obvious that 
1 1 (~)  
~÷ l sin nt <~ ( -1 ) "A , (1 -  t) <~-~--~ -~ sinnt, 0~<t.N<l, 
Lemma 2.8 
The following inequality holds: 
follG.(t,s)l~<nl--~_~(1)sinnt, 0~<t~<l. (40) 
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Proof Since from (21) 
inequality (35) gives 
yo l lG,(t, s) l ds = ~ t(l -- t), 
f0 
1 1 
IGl(t,s)l ds <~  sinnt 
and hence (40) is true for n = 1. 
Next, if (40) is true for m/> 1, then from (5) we have 
;o' 1o'f f0'f: IGm+l(t,s)lds<~(1--t) IGm(t,,s)lt, dt, ds +t IG.(t,,s)l(1-t,)dt, ds ,~0
1 1 <~[(1-t)f/t~sinnt, dt~+tft(1-tOsinnt, dt,]n-ff~_2(~n) 
= ~--~ (1 )s in  nt. 
Remark 2.15 
From (26) and (40) it follows that 
, (1 )  1 
Ie~,(t)l ~< n--a~_: ~ slnTtt ~< 2n2~_----- i. (41) 
Jordan [16, p. 302] has proved that [E~,(t)l < 2/(3n2~-I), and hence (41) gives a better estimate. 
Further, from (41) we find that 
1 
Iz (½)l 2nz,_----r 
and hence from the formula Ez, = 2~(2n)!E~(½) it is immediate to have 
which is sharper than 
IEz~l ~< (2n)! (42) 
levi < (2n)! 
i 
given by Jordan [16, p. 303]. 
I_emma 2.9 
If ( -  1)nX(2n)(t) is nonnegative and concave in [0, 1] then 
f0' I 2Mz~ G,(t, s)x(~)(s) ds >>. ~ sin lit, 
where 
0 ~< t ~< 1, (43) 
M~ = max (-l)nx(~)(t). 
0~t~l 
Proof. Since (-l)"xO')(t) is concave in [0, I], following 
M~t(l -t). Thus, from the elementary inequality 
2 
t(1 - t) >t ~ sin nt 
it follows that ( -  1)"x(2')(t) i> (2/n ~) M~ sin tit. 
Boas [3] we have (-l)nx(~)(t)I> 
(44) 
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Now using the fact that (-1)"x(2")(t)I> 0, and the equality (32) to obtain 
]f j  G"(t's)x(~)(s)ds = fo I IG.(t,s)l(-1)"x(~)(s)ds 
>~-~ M~. fo' lG.(t,s)lsin s ~ 
2Mz, . 
= ~ sin ltt. 
Remark 2.16 
In particular if t = ½, inequality (43) reduces to 
j" s)x(~)(s) ds G i 2Mz. o "(2' >>" n 2~+-''-'-~ 
which is sharper than 
fo I G.( 1, s)x(Z~)(s) ds >~ 4M2~ 1 3 -~-  , , . - -~-~(  - I) 
obtained by Boas [3]. 
Lemma 2.10 
The following inequality holds: 
;o o I G~(t' s)l ~< n" - "  [2 sin 7it + re(1 - 2t)eos nt], 
Proof. From the inequality (40) for n > 1 it is immediate to obtain 
fo 1 (1 ) ( fo '  f,' ) I[G'~(t's)lds<<'n -'ff'~-4 ~nn t l s innt ld t l+  (1 - tOs innt ld t l  
1(,) 
= ~ ~ [2 sm nt + n(1 - 2t)cos ml. 
Further, for n = 1 we have 
fo t2 + (1 - t)2 l lG"(t 's) lds = 2 ' 
/2+( 1 _/)2 ~<1 [2sin nt +•(1 -- 2t )cos nt ], 0 <~ t <~ 1, 
It 
however, since 
the inequality (45) is true for n = 1 also. 
Lemma 2.11 
The following inequality holds: 
f0' I G '.( t, s)lsin ns ds <<. -~ [2 sin nt + n(1 - 2t)cos nt ]. 
Proof. For n = 1, the direct computation gives 
; ; f: ]G;,(t, s ) [ s in  ns as = s sin ns ds + (I - s )s in  ns ds 
1 
-- ~ [2 sin m + n(1 - 2 t )cos  m] .  
O~t~l. (45) 
(46) 
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For n > 1, as earlier we have 
fo fo (fo' ) I[G'~(t,s)lsinrtsds<~ tl IG.-~(tt, s)[sinnsds dh 
+ f/ (1--tl)(fol G.-l(tt.s)lsinm ds) dt, 
1 ~ ntl dtl \)=--ff~_2(fottSinrct, dtl+f/(1-t,)sin 
1407 
1 
nz ~ [2 sin nt + n(1 - 2t)cos nt]. 
Lemma 2.12 
The following inequality holds: 
I G.(t, s) l[2 sin ns + It(1 - 2s)cos its] ds ~< - -  sin m. (47) 7[.?.n - 2 
Proof For  n -- 1, the direct computat ion gives (47). I f  (47) is true for n = m >t 1, then as earlier 
we have 
fo l 1~.+ ~s + ~(1 - 2s)cos ~s] 1(/ ,  $)[ [2 sin ds 
fo (f0 ) ~<(1--t) t I [Gm(h,s)[[2sinrcs + n(1- 2s)cosns]ds dtt  
I,' (;o' ) +t  (1 -- tl) [Gm(h,s)l[2sinns +n(1  - 2s)cos rcs] ds dtl 
Io f/ ) 1 (4'~((l_t) 't, sinnt, dtl+t (l-t,)sin~t, dt, 
= ~ sin nt. 
Lemma 2.13 
The following inequality holds: 
f0 t 1 /4 \  2 IG:(t,s)l[2sinns +,,(1 - 2s)cos,~s] ~ ~ ~--a~-~ ~) [  s innt  +n(1  -2t)cosnt]. (48) 
q ~ 
Proof For n = 1, the proof  is by direct computat ion.  I f  (48) is true for n = m I> 1, then as an 
application of  (47) we find 
fo 'l G'+,(t, s)112 rcs + n(1 - )cos rts] sin 2s (is 
I0 (I0 ) <~ t~ [Gm(t,,s)l[2sinns +n(1  -2s )cos f f s ]ds  dt 1 
;,' (Io' ) + (1 - tO  IG=(ta,s)[[2sinns+n(1-2s)cosns]ds dh 
' (4)(f0 i ) ~< ~ ~-~ tj sin ntl dtl + (1 - h)sin ntj dt l 
1(,) 
= ~ ~ [2 sm ~t + ~(1 - 2t)cos nt]. 
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Lemma 2.14 [I0] 
Let B be a Banach space and let 0 < r • R, $(Xo, r) = {x • B: II x - go $1 -< r}. Let Tmap $(Xo, r) 
into B and 
(i) for all x, y • $(Xo, r), Tx  - Ty II -< II x - y I[, where 0 < ~t < 1, 
(ii) ro = (1 - ~)-~ 11Txo - Xo I <~ r. 
Then, the following hold: 
(1) T has a fixed point x* in $(Xo, ro); 
(2) x* is the unique fixed point of T in ,~(Xo, ro); 
(3) the sequence {x~}, where x~+~ = Tx~; n = 0, 1 . . . .  converges to x* with 
IIx*-x, ll<. :ro, and 
(4) for any x • $(x o, to), 
x*= lim T~x. 
n~oD 
Lemma 2.15 [10] 
Let (E, ~< ) be a partially ordered space and xo ~< Yo be two elements of E, and [xo, Y0] denotes 
the interval {x • E: Xo ~< x ~< Yo}. Further, let T: [Xo, Yo] ~ E be an isotone operator [T(x) ~< T(y), 
whenever x ~< y] and let it possess the properties 
(i) Xo ~< T(xo); 
(ii) the (nondecreasing) sequence {T"(xo)} where T°(xo)= Xo, T~+l(Xo)= T[T"(xo)] for each 
n = 0, 1 . . . .  is well defined, i.e. T'(xo)<~Yo for each natural n; 
(iii) the sequence {T~(xo)} has sup x • E, i.e. T~(xo)Tx; 
(iv) T~+'(Xo)TT(x) .  
(i)' T(Yo) ~<Yo; 
(ii)' the (nonincreasing) sequence {T~(Yo)} is well defined, i.e. T*(Yo) t> Xo for each natural n; 
(iii)' the sequence {T~(Yo)} has inf y • E, i.e., T~(yo)~y; 
(iv)' T"+'(yo) J ,T(y  ). 
Then, x = T(x)  and for any other fixed point z • [Xo, Yo] of T, x ~< z is true. [Then, y = T(y) 
and for any other fixed point z • Ix0, Yo] of T, z ~< y is valid.] 
Moreover, if T possesses both properties (i) and (i)', then the sequences {T~(x0)}, {T~(Y0)} are 
well defined and if, further, T has the properties (iii), (iii)' and (iv), (iv)' then 
Xo << . T(xo)  <~ " " <<. T"(Xo) <~ " " <~ x <~ y <~ . . . <~ T"(yo) <<. . . <~ TO, o) <~ yo 
and x = T(x) ,  y = T (y )  also any other fixed point z • [Xo,Yo] of T satisfies x ~< z ~<y. 
Theorem 3.1 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
Suppose that: 
(i) Ki, 0 ~< i ~< q are given real numbers and let Q be the maximum of Lf(t, Xo, x I . . . . .  xq)[ on 
the compact set: [0, 1] × Do, where Do -- {(Xo, x~ . . . . .  xq): Ix~[ <<. 2K~, 0 ~< i ~< q}; 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
2 ~-21(2m - 2i)! ~< K2i; i = 0, I . . . . .  ; 
( -- I )" - i+ 12(2 ~, - 21 _ 1 )B~,  _ 2i 
Q ~< K21+ i; 
(2m - 20! 
i : o ,1  . . . . .  
,_ tql max(la;l' [fl'[} +\  k-, 2"~, ]  "'" 
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(v) 
/m- i -  I ) I~,-#,1+[ E, max{l~.,I, l#~+,l} (--1)k+t2(22k--(2k)! 1)B~. =C2i+,<~K2,+,; 
. . . . .  
Then, the boundary value problem (1), (2) has a solution in Do. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 it follows that the boundary value problem (1), (2) is equivalent to the 
following Fredholm type of integral equation: 
m - 1 /~1 
x( t )= ~ [~kAk(1--t)+flkAk(t)]+ Jo IGm(t,s)[f(s,x(s),x'(s) . . . . .  x(q)(s))as. (49) 
k=O 
Next, we define the set 
B[0, 1] = {x(t) ~ c(q)[0, l]: I[x,Oll = max Ix<O(t)l <~2K,,O<~i <~q}. 
0~t~l 
It is easy to verify that B[0, 1] is a closed convex subset of the Banach space c(q)[0, 1]. Consider 
an operator T: c(q)[o, 1] ~ C(~)[0, 1] as follows: 
m- 1 f01 (Tx)(t) = ~ [%A,(1 - t) + flkA,(t)l + I Gm(t, s)If(s, x(s), x'(s) . . . . .  x¢,)(s)) as. 
k=0 
(50) 
Obviously, any fixed point of (50) is a solution of the boundary value problem (1), (2). 
We shall show that T maps B[0, 1] into itself. For this, let x(t) E B[0, 1] then from (50), (14), 
(26) and hypotheses (i), (ii), (iv) we find 
m-i -  1 ;01 [(Yx)~°(t)l<~ 5". [l~k+,[la,(1-t)l+l#,+,[lak(t)l]+Q IG,._,(t,s)las 
k-O 
m- i - I  
~< max [l~,l(1-t)+l~,lt]+ E max{l~,+,l,l~,+,l} 
0~t~l k- I  
x IGk(t,s) l(s+l-s)as+ Q IG._,(t,s)lds 
0 
m- i - I  
~<max{l=,[,l~,l}+ E max{l=,+,l,ll~,+,l} (-1YE~' ' lV"-'w ;- tO ~" - -  j ~2m - 2i 
k-I 22k(2k)! I *~ 2~-21(2m -- 2i)[ 
~< K21 + K21 
. . . .  '[2J" (51) =2K2: i = O, l 
Similarly, from (50), (14), (29) and hypotheses (i), (iii), (v) we get 
ra- i -  I 
I(Tx) '~'+''(t) I ~< I~,A~(1 - t )+  #,A~(t) I + E max{l~,+,l, I#,+,1} 
kI l  
×[Ia',(t)l+lA',(1-t)ll+Q IG',._,(t,s)las 
m-i -  1 f0 I ~<1~,,-~,1+ E max{ l", + ,l, l #,+ ,l } IG~(t,~)l(~+l-~)as 
k-I  
+ t2 I G~,_,(t, s) I as 
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m-i - I  ~1~,,-#,1+ E max{I,~+,l,l#~+,l} (--1)k+12(2Z~--1)B2k 
k = 1 (2k)! 
( -  1) "-i+ 12(22m- 2~ __ 1)B~_2, +Q 
(2m -- 20! 
~< K2i+l + K2i+ 1 
= 2K2i+1;  i = O, 1 
This completes the proof of TB[O, 1]___B[0, 1]. The inequalities (51) and (52) imply that the sets 
(~x)(°(t): x(t) ~ B[0, 11}, 0 ~< i ~< q are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on [0, 11. Hence 
TB[O, 1] is compact follows from the Ascoli-Arzela theorem. The Schauder fixed point theorem 
is applicable and a fixed point of T in Do exists. 
Corollary 3.2 
Assume that the function f(t, x0, x~ . . . . .  Xq) on [0, 1] x R q+l satisfies the following condition: 
q 
If(t, Xo, X~,... ,Xq) I <~Z + ~ L, lxil% (53) 
i=O 
where L, L~, 0 ~< i ~< q arc nonnegative constants, and 0 ~< ~, < I, 0 ~< i ~< q. Then, the boundary 
value problem (I), (2) has a solution. 
Proof. For x(t) ~ B[a, b] the condition (53) implies that 
q 
Lf(t, x(t), x' ( t )  . . . . .  x(q)(t)) I <~ L + ~ L~2K3 ~, = Q~, say. 
i ffi O 
Now Corollary 3.2 follows immediately by observing that hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied 
with Q replaced by Ql provided K~, 0 ~< i ~< q are sufficiently large. 
Theorem 3.3 
Suppose that the function f(t,  x0, xt . . . . .  x¢) on [0, 1] x Dt satisfies the following condition: 
q 
I f ( t ,  Xo, x, . . . . .  x,)l <. L + E z, lx, I, (54) 
i=O 
where 
n~_q_ ~ ~ s inm+C2,  0~<i~< 
'x2,+,l<<.(1-O)-'~l~_q_2(1)C[2sinm+~t(1-2t)cosm]+C2,+,, 0 ~ i ,  [~-~1} 
and 
[q/21 [(q- 1)/2] 
c = L + 5", L2,C:, + Y~ L~,+,C~,+,, (55) 
i=0  i -O  
O=t-~oL2~--A~-~+ ~-oY" L2t+~ ~,,_2;_2 <1. (56) 
Then, the boundary value problem (1), (2) has a solution in DL. 
Proof. Let 
m-- |  
y(t) = x(t) - Y' [ek&(1 - t) + ItkAAt)], 
k-O 
so that the boundary value problem (1), (2) is equivalent to the following: 
(--1)r"y(Z~)(t)ffif(t,y(t)+ P~_t(t), y'(t)+ P~_l(t) . . . . .  y(q)(t)+ P~,_t(t)), (57) 
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where 
y<20(0) =yt20(1) =0;  i =0,  1 , . . . ,m -- 1, 
m-I  
Pz~-i(t) = ~ [OtkAk(1 -- t) + flkAk(t)]. 
kffiO 
(58) 
Define M[0, 1] as the space of q times continuously differentiable functions. If we introduce in 
M[0, 1] the finite norm 
II II ~ ly<2O(t)l [q ]  ly'2~+')(/) I [ -~]}  ,.y =max_  sup 0~<i~< ; 0<~i~< 10~t~, sinnt ' 2s innt+n(1- -2 t )cosnt '  
then it becomes a Banach space. As in Theorem 3.1, we shall show that T: M[0, 1] --* M[0, 1] defined 
by 
fo (Ty)(t)= IG~,(t,s)lf(s,y(s)+ P~_,(s) . . . . .  y<q)(s)+ P~_t(s) )ds (59) 
maps the set 
B~[0, 1] = y(t) ~ M[0, 1]: [ly II - 0) -~ c 
into itself. For this, if y(t) e B~[0, 1] then it immediately follows that 
ly~Z°(t)l<~(1-O)-lzc2m_q_---------- 5 C sin nt, 0<~i~< 9 
ly(2~+~)(t)l<~(l -O) - 'n~l~_q_2(1)C[2s inTt t+n( l  -2t)cosnt],  O<<.i<<.Iq-T211. 
Hence, (y(t) + P~_ ,(t), y'(t) + P" .. ~,_ i(t), ., y~q)(t) + P~_  l(t)) ~ Dl. Thus, from (59), (54), (40), 
(32) and (47) it follows that 
[(ZY)<2°(t)l <~ o' 
<'fo' 
I G._,(t, s)[(L+ ;=0 ~ Lily¢°(s)+P~-I (s)l) ds 
[q/2] [(q- 0/21 
IG~_ ,(t. s) I L + ,-~-0 z2'lP~'-'(s)l+ ,=oZ .~2,r +, .' D¢2,+,) (s)[_2._, 
t~/2] ly~20(s)l 
+ ~ L2i sin ns 
i = o sin ns 
[(q - 1 )/2] 
+ ~ L2i+l[2sings +n(1- -2s )cosns]  
iffiO 
[(q - I)/21 
1y¢2'+ ')(s) I nS~/ds 
2 sin ns ~ ~:  2s)cos 
o I ( [q/2] <. IG~_,(t,s)l L + Y' L2,C2,+ 
iffiO iffiO 
I,q ,)/21 II) 
+ F. L2,+,[2sinns+rc(1-2s)cosrcs][[y ds 
iffiO 
1 (1 ) .  [q/2l 1 
~< C ~ ~ smnt  + ~ L2~. ~ sin nt II Y II 
[(q- 1)/2] 1 (4 ) .  
+ ~ L2i+, ~ -~ smnt Ily 11 
iffiO 
<.it , (1) l 7[2m--q--2 ~ +OlLyll sinnt, O <<. i <<. [q /2]. 
[q/2] 
L2,+ ,C2,+, + E L2, sin ns IlY II 
i -0  
(60) 
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Similarly, from (59), (54), (45), (46) and (48) we have 
C 1 I(Ty)~2'+')(t),<~ I --A-:-~_q_2(1)+Ollyl,][2sinns+n(1-2s)cosns], 0~<i~<[-~] ,  (61, 
Now combining (60) and (61), to obtain 
l(1) ,(1) 
II(Ty) II c +0(1--O)- 'n2m_q_ 2 C 
f L' c 
= (1 - -  0 )  -1 7,~2m_q_ 2\2nJ " 
Remark 3. I 
In Theorem 3.3 the inequality (56) for q = 0 is the best possible, i.e. 0 cannot be replaced by 
a smaller number. Indeed, in case of equality L0=n ~ the boundary value problem 
( - l )mx <2m)=L0x; x (0 )=E(#0) ,  x<2°(0)=0, l~<i~<m- l ;  x~2°(1)=0, 0~<i~<m-1 has no 
solution. 
Theorem 3.4 
Suppose that the differential equation (1) together with the boundary conditions 
xt2°(0) = xt2°(1) = 0, 0 ~< i ~< m - 1 (62) 
has a nontrivial solution x(t) and the condition (54) with L = 0 on [0, 1] x D2 is satisfied, where 
D2={(Xo, Xl,..., xq):[x2~l<~(- 1)m-iE~n_ 2i(t) 0,~t~ lmax Ix¢2"(t) I, O<<.i<~[q 1, 
Ix2i+ll<~(--1)m-i[2E2m-2i(t)+(1--2t)E2m-2i-l(t)]max]x~2~)(t)[' 0~t~l 0 ~< i ~< I~- -~ l}"  
Then, it is necessary that 0 >t 1. 
Proof. From (27) and (31) for any function x(t)~ Ct~)[0, 1] satisfying (62) it follows that 
(x(t), x ' ( t )  . . . . .  X(q)(t)) ~ D2. NOW since x(t) is a nontrivial solution of (1), (62) we find that 
o<.i<.Eql  v:, p 
0 ~, ,~ 1 sin nt ' 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 sin nt + n (1 - 2t)cos nt' 
exist and must be different from zero. Now as in Theorem 3.3 it is easy to obtain 
r/l~<0max{r/i,0~</<~[21;vi,0<~i<~[q--~-2 1]}, O<~i<~Iql 
and 
v~<~O max{tls, O<<.i~[21;v~,O<<.i ~ [~-~]} ,  0~<i ~< [~-~--~]. 
Hence, it is necessary that 0 t> 1. 
Remark 3.2 
In Theorem 3.4 the inequality 0 >i 1 for q = 0 is the best possible. Indeed, in case of equality 
L0 = n ~ the boundary value problem ( -  1)rex t~) = L0x, (62) has nontrivial solutions x(t) = c sin ~t, 
where c is an arbitrary constant. 
Remark 3.3 
If the condition (54) with L ffi 0 is satisfied, then obviously x(t) =- 0 is a solution of (1), (62); 
if 0 < 1 then Theorem 3.4 also guarantees its uniqueness in D~. 
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Theorem 3.5 
Suppose that the function f ( t ,  x0, x~, . . . ,  Xq) on [0, 1] x D~ satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
q 
If(t, Xo, x~ . . . . .  x¢) - - f ( t ,  ~o, ~ . . . . .  Xq)l ~< ~ L, l x , -  x~l, (63) 
i~O 
where D~ is same as Dl with 
L = max I f  (t, O, O, . . . , O) l. 
0~t~l  
Then, the boundary value problem (1), (2) has a unique solution in D~. 
Proof. Since the Lipschitz condition (63) implies (54), the existence of a solution follows from 
Theorem 3.3. To prove the uniqueness let x(t )  and y(t )  be two solutions of the boundary value 
problem (1), (2)in D'~. Then, as in Theorem 3.3 it follows that IIx--Y II ~ Ollx -y  II, and since 
0 < 1 it follows that IIx -y  II =0, i.e. x( t )=y( t ) .  
Remark 3.4 
Once again in Theorem 3.5 the inequality 0 < 1 for q = 0 is the best possible. Indeed in case of 
equality the problem ( -  1)'x (:m) = L0x, (62) has infinite number of solutions. 
4. P ICARD'S  ITERATIONS 
Definition 4.1 
A function $(t) ~ C(2~)[0, 1] is called an approximate solution of the boundary value problem 
(1), (2) if there exist ~ and E, nonnegative constants, such that 
1(-- 1)m~(~)(t) - - f ( t ,  £(t), £'(t) . . . . .  g~)(t)) [~< 6 
and 
IP~2_,(t)-P~2_,(t)l<.En~_2,_---- ~ sin nt, 0~<i~< , 
Ie~+_~)(t)--P~+_'l>(t)l<<.E 2._2,_--------~ [2s innt+n(1-2t )cosnt ] ,  O<<.i<<. , 
where 
ra-- I  
P~_  ~(t) = ~ [~(2k)(O)Ak(1 -- t) + ~(2k)(1)Ak(l)]. 
k-O 
The approximate solution )?(t) can be expressed as 
g(t) =/~2~-,(t) + f~ I Gin(t. s)ltf(s, g(s), ~'(s) . . . . .  g~*~(s)) + r/(s)l ds, 
where 
(64) 
r/(t) = (-- 1)m~(~)(t)--f(t, £(t),  £ '(t)  . . . . .  ~(q)(t)) and max In(t) I ~< 6. 
0~t~l  
Theorem 4.1 
With respect o the boundary value problem (1), (2) we assume that there exists an approximate 
solution ~(t) and 
(i) the functionf(t,  x0, xl . . . . .  Xq) satisfies the Lipschitz condition (63) on [0, l] x D3, where 
D3= (Xo, Xl . . . . .  x~) : lx : i -x  (t) l<<.Nsinnt, O<<.i<<. , 
Ix2i+,--)~(2'+D(t)I ~<N[2sinrrt +r r (1 -2t )cosnt ] ,  0~<i ~< Fq~l~;  
L ,~ j )  
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(1) there exists a solution x*(t) of (1), (2) in $(g, No), 
(2) x*(t) is the unique solution of (1), (2) in if(g, N), 
(3) the Picard sequence {x.(t)}, defined by 
f0' X.+l(t)=Pz~_l(t)+ [Gm(t,s)[f(s,x.(s),x'.(s) . . . .  x~q)(s))ds; n =0, 1 . . . .  (65) 
Xo(t) = g(t) converges to x*(t) with 
I I x* 'x ,  ll <.O°No, and I[x*-  x,I [ ~<0(1- 0)-111x. - x._l 1[, 
(4) for any Xo(t) = x(t) ~ ~(~, No), 
x*(t) = lim xn(t). 
n~oo 
Proof. Define an operator T: M[0, 1]~M[0, 1] as in (50). We shall show that T on ~($,N) 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.14. For this, if x(t) ~ ~(g, N) then from the definition of norm 
in M[0, 1] it is clear that (x(t), x ' ( t) , . .  ., x(q)(t)) ~ D 3 . Further, if x(t), y(t) ~ ~(g, N) then as in 
Theorem 3.3 it follows that 
I (Tx)(2°(t) - (TY)(2°(t)[~Oi lx-Yl ls  in~t, 0~<i~I2  ] 
and 
I(Tx)(2z+t)(t)-(Ty)(2z+t)(t)[<~Oilx-Y[l[2sin~t +~(1-2t)cosgt] ,  0~<i ~< [~- -~] .  
The above inequalities imply that 
1[ Tx - Yy II <<- o it x - y [[. 
Next, from (50) and (64) we have 
fo' ( r~) ( t ) -  g(t)= P2,._,(t)- P~_ , ( t ) -  [Gm(t,s)ie(s)ds 
and hence, from the definition of approximate solution and the inequalities (40), (45) we easily find 
[ (T~y20(t) _ ~<2o(t)[ ~< E ~_ : , _ :  sin 7u + 6 7t~_ 2 - -~ 2 sin 7tt 
and 
.(T~)(2'+~)(t)-£(2'+')(t)[ <~(¢ +~)~l~_q_2(1)[2sinrct  +~(1-2t)cos~t] ,  0~<i ~<[~-~] .  
Combining the above inequalities, to 
and hence 
Thus the conditions of Lemma 2.14 are satisfied and the conclusions (1)-(4) follow. 
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5. APPROXIMATE PICARD'S ITERATES 
In Theorem 4.1 the conclusion (3) ensures that the sequence {xn(t)} obtained from (65) converges 
to the solution x*( t )  of the boundary value problem (1), (2). However, in practical evaluation this 
sequence is approximated by the computed sequence, say, {yn(t)}. To find Yn+ 1(0, the function f 
is approximated by fn. Therefore, the computed sequence {yn(t)} satisfies the recurrence relation 
fo' Yn +l(t )  = P2m-I( /)  + I Gm(t, s)lfn(s, yn(s), y',(s) . . . . .  y~q)(s)) ds; 
n = O, 1 . . . .  yo(t) = Xo(t) = g(t). (66) 
With respect o fn, we shall assume the following condition: 
Condition CI 
For yn(t), y'n(t) . . . . .  y~q)(t) obtained from (66), the following inequality is satisfied: 
Lf (t, yn(t), y'~(t) . . . . .  y~)(t)) - fM ,  yn(t), y'~(t) . . . . .  y~q~(t ))] 
<~Atf(t ,  yn(t),y'n(t) . . . . .  y~)(t))l; n =0, 1 . . . .  (67) 
where A is a nonnegative constant. 
Inequality (67) corresponds to the relative error in approximating the function f by fn for the 
(n + 1)st iteration. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Theorem 5.1 
With respect o the boundary value problem (1), (2) we assume that there exists an approximate 
solution g(t), and the Condition C~ is satisfied. Further, we assume that 
condition (i) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied; 
01 = (1 +A)0 < 1; 
where 
Then, the following hold 
F = max If(t, g( t ) ,  g ' ( t )  . . . . .  g~q)(t))[. 
0~t~l 
(1) all the conclusions (1)-(4) of Theorem 4.1 hold; 
(2) the sequence {yn(t)} obtained from (66) remains in ~(g, N~); 
(3) the sequence {yn(t)} converges to x*( t ) ,  the solution of (1), (2) if and only if 
where 
lim an = O, 
yn + f01 an = l ( t )  - P~_  l(t) - [Gm(t, s)If(s, yn(s), y'~(s) . . . . .  y~)(s)) ds 
and the following error estimate holds: 
II x .  - y,+, ]l ~< (1 - 0)-,F0 I[y, +1-  y, II 
L 
(68) 
1(1) ,] 
n2m-q-2 Amax I f ( t ,y , ( t ) ,y '~(t)  . . . . .  y~)(t)) . 
0~gt~l 
(69) 
Proof. Since 01 < 1 implies 0 < 1 and obviously No ~< NI, the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are 
satisfied and conclusion (1) follows. 
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Ta prove (2), we note that Z(t) E S(Z, N,), and from (64) and (66) we find 
y,(t)-n(t)=P,-,(f)-~~-,(t)+ ~‘IG.(r,s)l[fo(~,i(~),f’(s),...,i”(s)) 
f 
-f (s, Z(s), W’(s), . . . ) 2”‘(s)) - q(s)] d.9. 
Thus, as earlier in Theorem 4.1 it follows that 
1 
(y!2”(r) -“2”(r)l <(c + ‘) n~-zi-2 sin xt + AI; 
11. 
rrh_2i-2 
0 
g sinat 
<(c+h+AF)-& $ 
0 
and 
ly{2i+ U(r) _ zGi+ U(t) 
1 f(c+6+wz2m_q-2 ’ 0 s r2 sin 7tf + n(1 - 2t)cos 7tt 1, 0 i i 6 [ - q-1 2 1 . (71) 
From (70) and (71), we have 
i.e. yl(t) E S((n, NJ. 
Now we shall assume that y,(t) E S(Z, NJ and show that y,,, ,(t) E $(f, N,). For this, from (64) 
and (66) we have 
v,+,(t)-~(t)=Pt,-,(t)-P2m-,(t)+ ; (G,(t,s)l[Sn(~,~n(~),~:(s),‘. .v~lp’(s)) 
s 
-f(s, Z(s), T(s), . . . , n”‘(s)) - q(s)] ds 
and hence it follows that 
(yf$, (t) - zP”(t) I 
G(’ +6)n~-*i-2 zn ’ (L)sinrct +JO’ IG,-i(t,s)l[lf,(s,y,(s),y:(s),...,Yjp’(s)) 
-f (ST Y”(S), A(s), * * * 9 JF(~))l 
+ /f(& Y”(S), y:(s), * 9 * ) y;qs)) -f (&n(s), n’(s), . . . ) ays))l] d.9 
G(c +d 1 +A+,_,_, ’ 0 sin 5 7tt + 8, II yn - 2 jsin xt, 
and similarly 
( y;2$ 1) (t) _ pi+ 1) WlW +d +A+$ & 
0 
[2 sin nt + n( 1 - 2t)cos nt ] 
+6111Y”-311[2 sin A? + a( 1 - 2t)cos ztl. 
(72) 
(73) 
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Combining (72) and (73) and using the fact that y,(t) e ~(~, N,) ,  it follows that 
Ily,÷, -,~ II ~< (, + ~ + AF) __  -~ O l (1 -  Ol)- ' (c.  "~ ~ -]- ~kF) ll . 
and hence y,+~(t) ~ g(~, NO. This completes the proof of (2). 
Next, from the definition of x,+tO) and y,+~(t), we have 
;o' x .÷, ( t ) -y .÷, ( t )=e~,_~( t )+ IGm(t,s)be(s,y.(s),y'~(s) . . . . .  y~q)(s))ds -y .÷, ( t )  
i .! 
+|  16.(t, s) l[f  (s, x.(s), x'~(s) . . . . .  x~,~(s))-f (s, y.(s), y'~(s) . . . . .  y~)(s))] ds 
,1 0 
and hence, as earlier it is easy to obtain 
;o' I Ix,+,-y,+,l l  < [ l y ,+ , ( t ) -  P~- , ( t )  - IGm(t,s)lf(s,y,(s),y'~(s) . . . . .  y~)(s))dsH +Ol lx , -Y ,  II 
=a,+O[ lx , -y ,  H. 
Since Xo(t)= yo(t)= $(t), the above inequality gives 
11 x,+, -- y ,+,  II ~ E 0"-'ai. (74) 
i=0  
Now using (74) in the triangle inequality, we get 
I I x* -y ,+,  11 ~ E O"-'a,+ I Ix ,+,-  x* II. (75) 
In (75), Theorem 4.1 ensures that 
Thus, 
l im II x, +, - x* II = o. 
lim a, = 0 
,~oo  
is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of the sequence {y,(t)} to x*(t) follows from 
Toeplitz' lemma "for any 0 ~< • < 1, let 
n -- 0, 1 . . . . .  then 
s, = ~ ot'-~di; 
i=O 
lim s, --- 0 
i f  and on ly  i f  
lira d, = 0." 
n -.* oo 
Final ly,  to prove  (69) we note that 
fo' x*(t) - y,+ ,(t) ffi I Gm(t, s) I If(s, x*(s), x*'(s) . . . . .  x*Cq)(s)) - f ( s ,  y,(s), y~(s) . . . . .  y~O(s)) 
+ f(s,  y,(s), y'~(s) . . . . .  y~q)(s)) - f,(s, y,(s), y'~(s) . . . . .  y~)(s))] ds 
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and as earlier we find 
1 (1 )A  max If(t,y.(t),y'.(t) . . . .  ,y<.q)(t)) I. I [ x* -Y"+' l l< 'O l lx* -y" [ l~~ ~ 0,t,1 
From (76) the inequality (69) is immediate. 
In our next result we shall assume that 
(76) 
Condition 6"2 
For y.(t), y'~(t) . . . . .  y~q)(t) obtained from (66), the following inequality is satisfied: 
If(t, y.(t), y'~(t) . . . . .  y~q)(t)) - f , ( t ,  y,(t ), y'.(t) . . . . .  y~q)(t)) I ~< V (77) 
where V is a nonnegative constant. 
Inequality (77) corresponds to an absolute error in approximating the function f by f.  for the 
(n + 1)st iteration. 
Theorem 5.2 
With respect o the boundary value problem (1), (2) we assume that there exists an approximate 
solution :~(t), and the Condition C2 is satisfied. Further, we assume that 
(i) condition (i) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied; 
(ii) 
V 1 /1 \  N2= (1 -  0)-'(E +5 + )7_q_2[~-~n)<~N. 
Then, the following hold 
(1) all the conclusions (1)-(4) of Theorem 4.1 hold; 
(2) the sequence {y.(t)} obtained from (66) remains in .~(ff, N:); 
(3) the sequence {y.(t)} converges to x*(t), the solution of (1), (2) if and only if 
l ima.  = 0, 
and the following error estimate holds 
[ 1 (1) l 
I l x* -y .+, l l -<(1 -0) - '  01ly.+,-y.ll  v . 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1. 
6. MONOTONE CONVERGENCE 
It is well recognized that the method of upper and lower solutions, together with uniformly 
monotone convergent technique offers effective tools in proving and constructing multiple solutions 
of nonlinear problems. The upper and lower solutions that generate an interval in a suitable 
partially ordered space serve as upper and lower bounds for solutions which can be improved by 
uniformly monotone convergent i erative procedures. Obviously, from the computational point of 
view monotone convergence has superiority over ordinary convergence and several monotonic 
iterative schemes for ordinary and partial differential equations have been developed and analysed 
in Ref. [21], which covers more than 100 recent publications on the subject, and papers [22, 23]. 
Here we shall extend this fruitful technology for the boundary value problem (1), (2) with q = 0. 
For this, we need the existence of a lower and an upper solution of (1), (2) with q = 0, which are 
defined as follows: we call a function/~(t) E Ct~)[0, 1] a lower solution of (1), (2) with q = 0 
provided 
( -  1)m/~t~)(t) <<.f(t,#(t)), t ~ [0, 1]; 
( -  1)'[/~c2°(0) - 0tt] ~ 0, ( -  1)'[/~2°(1) - fl:] ~< 0; i = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1. 
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Similarly, a function v(t) • c(2m)[o, 1] is called an upper solution of (1), (2) with q = 0 if 
( -  1)mv(2m)(t) >~f(t, V(t)), t • [0, 1]; 
(-- 1)~[V(20(O) -- ~L]/> O, (-- 1)'[V(20(1) -- flj /> O; i = O, 1 . . . . .  m -- 1. 
Lemma 6.1 
Let/~(t) and v(t) be lower and upper solutions of( l ) ,  (2) with q = 0, and P~_  l.z(t) and P~,_ t.,(t) 
be the polynomials of degree (2m - 1) satisfying 
P~_~.~,(0)=g(2°(0), P~_~.~(1)=#(2°(1); i=0 ,1  . . . . .  m- I  
and 
P~_  t,~(0) = v(2°(0), P~_  Lv(l) = v(2°(l) ;  i = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1, 
respectively. Then, for all t • [0, 1] 
PEn-l,z(t) ~< P2m-l(t) ~< Pz~-L~(t). 
Proof. Explicitly P2m-L~(t) can be written as 
m--I  
P2m-i.z(t) = ~ [#(2°(0)A,(1 - t) + #(2°(1)Ai(t)] 
i=0  
m- I  
= ~ [(-- 1)'#(2°(0)( - l)iAi(1 - t) + ( -  1)i#(2°(1)( - 1)/A,(t)]. 
i=0  
Now since ( -  lyA,(t) as well as ( -  1)~A,(1 - t) are nonnegative for all t •[0, 1], from the definition 
of #(t) it follows that 
m-I  
[(-- 1)'ot~-- 1)'A;(1 - t) + ( -  1)sfl,(- 1)iA,(t)] 
i=O 
ra - I  
= ~ [~,.A,.(I - t) + fl,Ai(t)] 
i=0  
= P~_  l ( t ) .  
P~_  t.(t)  ~< 
The proof of the inequality P2m-t(t)~< P2,.-t.v(t) is similar. 
In the space C[0, 1] we shall consider the norm 
Ilxll = max Ix( / ) l ,  
0~t~l  
and introduce a partial ordering as follows: for x, y • C[0, 1] we say that x ~< y if and only if 
x(t )  ~ y( t )  for all t • [0, 1]. 
Theorem 6.2 
With respect to the boundary value problem (1), (2) with q = 0 we assume that f(t, Uo) is 
nondecreasing in Uo. Further, let there exist lower and upper solutions xo(t), yo( t )  such that Xo ~< Yo. 
Then, the sequences {x.}, {y.} where x.(t) and y.(t) are defined by the iterative schemes 
fo' x. +, (t) = P2,.-, (t) + ]Gin(t, s) If(s, x.(s)) ds 
fo' y.+,(t)  = P~_ , ( t )  + IGm(t,s)Jf(s,y.(s))ds 
are well defined, and {x.} converges to an element x • C[0, 1], {y.} converges to an element 
y • C[0, 1] (the convergence being in the norm of C[0, 1]). Further x0 ~< xx ~<" • • ~< x. ~<. • • <~ 
x <<.y <~... <~Yn <<." " <<-Yl <<.Yo, x(t) ,  y ( t )  are solutions of  (1), (2) with q = 0, and each solution 
z(t)  of this problem which is such that z • [x0,Y0] satisfies x ~< z <~y. 
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Proof. First, we shall show that the operator T: C[0, 1]--, C[0, 1] defined by 
fo' Tx(t) = Pz~-,(t) + I Gm(t, s)If(s, x(s)) ds 
is isotone. For this, let x, y e C[0, 1] and x ~< y, then from the partial ordering it follows that 
x(s)<~y(s) for all s~[0,1],  and hence from the monotonic property of f, we have 
f (s ,  x(s)) <~ f(s ,  y(s)), s ~ [0, 1]. Next, since ( -  1)mGm(t, s) = I Gm(t, s) I it follows that 
IGm(t, s)[f(s, x(s)) <~ I G,,(t, s)lf(s,y(s)); s, t e [0, 11. 
From this the inequality T(x) <<. T(y) is obvious, and this completes the proof of T being isotone. 
Next, since Xo(t) is a lower solution, Lemma 6.1 gives that 
fo' Xo(t)=P~_,,xo(t)+ IGm(t,s)l(-1)mxg~)(s)ds 
;o 1 <<.p~_,(t)+ IG.(t,s)lf(s, xo(s))ds 
= Txo(t), 
i.e. Xo <<. T(xo). The inequality T(y0) ~< Y0 can be proved analogously. Thus, the conditions (i) and 
(i)' of Lemma 2.15 hold and in conclusion the sequences {T,(x0)}, {Tn(Y0)} are well defined. 
Since Tn(xo)=T[T"-t(xo)], we have T~(xo)=x. and Tn(y0)=y.. The sequence {x.(t)} is 
nondeereasing and bounded from above by yo(t), t e [0, 1]. Similarly, the sequence {yn(t)} is 
nonincreasing and bounded from below by Xo(t), t E [0, 1]. Hence, in conclusion the sequences 
{x.(t)}, {y.(t)} are uniformly bounded on [0, 1]. Further, since the functions x.(t), y.(t) are the 
solutions of appropriate boundary value problems, these sequences are equicontinuous also. Thus, 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem is applicable and there exist subsequences of {x.(t)}, {yn(t)} which converge 
uniformly on [0, 1]. However, since these sequences are monotonic, we conclude that the whole 
sequences {x.(t)}, {y,(t)} converge uniformly to some x(t), y(t), and x ~< y in the partial ordering 
of C[0, 1]. Summarizing these arguments, we find that T"xoTx and T~yoJ, y. 
Finally, the continuity of the operator T implies that T"+mx0= T[Tnxo]TTx and T~+ty0= 
T[T"yo]J.Ty. 
Hence the conditions of Lemma 2.15 are satisfied and the conclusions of Theorem 6.2 follow. 
Remark 6.1 
If f (t, uo) is nondecreasing in u0, then uniqueness of the solutions of (1), (2) with q = 0 is not 
guaranteed, e.g. the boundary value problem ( - l )=x  ~)  = nZ~x, (62) has an infinite number of 
solutions x(t) = c sin nt, where c is an arbitrary constant. However, if f (t, u0) is nonincreasing then 
the problem (1), (2) with q = 0 has at most one solution. To prove this, we assume that x(t) and 
y(t) both are the solutions of (1), (2) so that 
( -  1)m[x<2m)(t) --y<Z~)(t)] = f ( t ,  X(t)) -- f (t, y(t)) 
and hence 
( -  1)mix(t) - y(t)] [x(Z~)(t) - y(2m)(t)] = Ix(t) -- y(t)] If(t, x(t)) - - f (t ,  y(t))] ~< 0, 
where the inequality follows as a consequence of nonincreasing nature o f f ( t ,  x0) in x0. Now an 
integration by parts gives that 
(-- 1) m [x(t) - y(t)] [x~)(t) - y~Z~)(t)] dt = ( - 1) v" (xtm)(t) - yt=)(t)) 2dt <<. O, 
which is possible only when x(t)=--y(t). 
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Theorem 6.3 
The l inear differential equat ion 
( - -  1)rex (2m) =f( t )x  + g(t)  (78) 
together with the boundary  condit ions (2) has a unique solution if 
max f ( t )  <<. O. 
0~gt~g 1
Proof. For  the l inear problem (78), (2) obviously the uniqueness implies the existence. Hence, 
if f (t)~< 0 for all t ~ [0, 1] our Remark  6.1 is appl icable and the result follows. 
Remark 6.2 
From Theorem 6.3 the differential equat ion 
( -  l)mX (2") = --~Z~X + 2n ~ sin Itt, 
together with the boundary  condit ions (62) has a unique solution x( t )= sin nt. However,  the 
iterative procedure given by 
( - -  1~ rn a- (2m) • j ...+1 -nZ~x.+2rcU"s innt ;  
X(20 , t  (2i1 .+l(O)=...+l(1)=O, ~i<~m--1, 
with x0 (t) = 0 oscil lates [x~. +~(t) = 2 sin rot, x2.(t) = 0], and hence Theorem 6.3 does not  imply the 
convergence of  the iterative scheme (65) with q = 0. 
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